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 The film tells a story about a guy whose love for a girl is being neglected by his family members due to a conflict of interest.
The film's soundtrack was composed by Harris Jayaraj and the background score was composed by Abhijit Vaghani. The film
was released on 14 February 2012. Plot In 2000, Prabhu (Vimal), a man from an affluent family, dreams of owning his own

business. Prabhu, however, does not possess a hobby or a passion for anything, and since he is unable to balance his business and
personal life well, his mother fixes an alliance for him. The arranged couple are Rama (Sathyaraj), an ageless and quiet don, and

Aditi (Anjali), a prominent businesswoman. Prabhu ignores Aditi and loves Rama, who is shown to be a very polite and
obedient man. The brothers of Prabhu witness Rama's courtesy, and they develop a lot of respect for him. Because of this, they

get in touch with Rama and offer their assistance in his business. During the ensuing years, Rama and Prabhu become firm
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friends and he soon develops a liking for Aditi. Aditi, however, falls in love with Prabhu, who pretends to return her love and
desires to marry her. She plans to get her parents' approval on a proposal, but he gives her a bad impression by his disrespect and

rudeness. Rama, who has been continuously trying to woo her for Prabhu, helps Aditi in getting Prabhu's parents' consent, by
telling them about the bad character of their son. After Prabhu's parents reject the proposal, Aditi's family later arranges a

marriage to another man. Later, the brothers of Prabhu try to arrange a second proposal, but he denies any interest in her and
decides to live with Rama and Aditi, who do not show any resentment towards him. Rama makes it known to his friends and

business associates that Prabhu is his brother, and that his marriage with Aditi is an arranged one. Later, Prabhu finds out about
the situation and requests Rama to have an arranged marriage with Aditi. Rama refuses, and Prabhu instead ends up marrying

another girl, without telling Aditi. Aditi asks Rama to take good care of Prabhu's mother, who is a constant source of agony for
him 82157476af
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